Lord Baltimore’s Challenge 2019 Classes
Class Descriptions
Devon Boorman Provocations for Sidesword (3:30 PM to 5:00 PM) In this workshop we'll explore the use
of earnest attack, invitation, and deception to effectively bridge into distance, gain control of the center
and the tempo, and open up the next stages of the fight. Fundamental ability with sidesword attack and
defense required (from any system).
Devon Boorman Controlling the Centre for Rapier and Sidesword (10:00 AM to 11:00 AM) Controlling the
center. It's just the best way to stab someone, period - efficiently and effectively.
Devon Boorman Fighting Against Unorthodox Postures (11:00 – 12:00 PM) How do you apply Italian
Rapier principles when facing people who are not doing Italian rapier? This workshop will focus on dealing
with low swords, offline movement, and Spanish fencers.
Equipment Requirements: Mask, rapier, gloves.
Jonathan Mackenzie Gordon Art of the Scottish Broadsword (3:30 PM to 5:00 PM) The primary sword of
the Scottish warrior for over 200 years. Plus Jonathan will wear a kilt.
Tom Leoni – Book Discussion and Q&A. (12:00 PM to 1:30 PM) Tom Leoni will deliver a lunchtime lecture
on his recently translated “Vienna Anonymous" (Della Scherma or MS 381) 17th-century Italian Rapier
treatise. It is possibly one of the most important finds on Italian rapier in the last 20 years, as a de facto
masterclass on Fabris and Capoferro--since it closely references both authors. Finished in 1614 in a
border-town between Bavaria and Bohemia, it gives us a first glimpse of many new details on footwork,
bladework, tactics, theory.
Mike Prendergast Double Deception: feints in Giganti's rapier and dagger. (9:00 AM to 11:00 AM)
“When two masters fence, they do not exchange thrusts or cuts, but rather wiles and new deceits.”
- Nicoletto Giganti 1608
To fence well, one must first master the fundamentals of the art. However in a contest between fencers
of a high level of skill, mastery of technique is not sufficient in itself to ensure victory - there is a level
beyond this. In this workshop we will examine and practice the strategies that the eminent seventeenth
century rapier master Nicoletto Giganti considered to be ‘the apogee of the art’ – guile and deception!
Giganti introduces deception in his lessons on feinting with the single sword. However it is in his teachings
for two weapons - rapier and dagger - that this reaches its fullest development, hence we shall practice
‘Double Deception’!
In this workshop we will begin by briefly examining Giganti’s principles for feints by invitation with the
single sword, before progressing to work with his signature ‘Deceitful Guards’ in sword and dagger. As the

workshop progresses we will don full sparring gear in order to practice and develop skills in these
techniques under speed and pressure closer to free fencing.
Weapon:
Rapier and dagger
Experience Level:
Mid to high
Required Equipment:
Sparring-safe rapier and dagger, fencing mask and jacket or equivalent protection.
Recommended Equipment:
Gloves, gorget, rigid chest protector and other full sparring gear (required to participate in the complete
workshop, when we move on to practicing the techniques at higher levels of commitment).
Mike Prendergast Pietro Monte's Single Sword: late 15th - early 16th century Italian one handed sword
(1:30 PM to 3:30 PM) Pietro Monte - scholar, master of arms, strategist and general - is one of the ‘big
three’ Italian masters of arms whose teachings survive from the 15th century, along with Fiore and Vadi.
He served in the court of Milan in the 1490’s, during which time he wrote his masterwork, the
Collectanea, an anthology of military arts and exercises. He was a companion of Leonardo da Vinci and
was called by Baldassare Castiglione in The Book of the Courtier 'the true and only master of every form of
trained strength and agility'.
Monte’s work gives us an in-depth insight into the mindset and strategy of a professional warrior of
Renaissance Italy. His fighting system is primarily taught through wrestling, the poleaxe and the sword for
two hands. In this workshop we will be practicing his sword in one hand, following his footwork for
wrestling and his levata of the sword - the original sequence of instruction for the sword and other ‘short
weapons’ as taught in the 15th century.
Weapon:
Single handed sword
Experience Level:
Beginners and upwards.
Required Equipment:
Sparring-safe single sword (arming swords, ‘sideswords’ or short rapiers will be suitable), fencing mask.
Recommended Equipment:
Padded gloves, gorget, rigid chest protector, fencing jacket and other sparring padding and protection
(not required, but will allow you to practice the techniques at greater speed and intensity as the
workshop progresses).
Guy Windsor, PhD Developing Fencing Memory: How to become better at figuring out how you just got
hit. This is a practical skill Guy covers in his books but I don't have a good summary. But seems sensible. If
you don't know how they hit you...you better fix that. (9:00 AM to 10:00 AM)

Guy Windsor, PhD Solving Problems: Now that you know how you got hit, how to prevent it happening
(that way) again. (1:30 PM to 3:30 PM) Weapons: this class is weapons agnostic; you will need the
weapons and protective gear (and partner) required to set up whatever problem you are trying to solve.
If you’re not sure, bring a sword and a mask. We will look at problems encountered or observed at
tournaments the previous day, or bring some from home. Skill development is a matter of diagnosing
problems and solving them. The mantra for this class is “run a diagnostic, fix the weakest link, run the
diagnostic again”. We will begin with surveying the class for problems to solve, and then applying my
approach to solving them.
This will include:






How to run a diagnostic drill (if you don’t know what the problem is, you can’t fix it)
Distinguishing between technical and tactical problems
Setting up corrective drills, specific to the problem
Coaching practice
Practising at the optimal rate of failure

I recommend reading pages 176-187 of The Theory and Practice of Historical Martial Arts beforehand.
There is no minimum experience level for this class: if you’ve been training long enough to encounter a
difficulty, then that’s sufficient. With all my classes the content is heavily student-lead: I am a consultant,
not a tyrant. If I were Fiore dei Liberi, that would make you the Marquis of Ferrara. So if you’re planning
to come, feel free to prepare questions or problems beforehand.
Guy Windsor, PhD Controlling the Story: Very often we get hit when the story we tell ourselves about how
the fight will go gets derailed by our opponent. This will cover mental techniques for preventing that from
happening. (11:00 AM to 12:00 PM)
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